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Plunkett: Inversion and Early Wh Questions

INVERSION AND EARLY WH QUESTIONS
BERNADETTE PLUNKETT
UMASS LINGUISTICS

1.1 Outline
Examples of children's very early Wh Questions
show Wh words correctly occurring in sentence initial
position; it is usually assumed that these Wh phrases
are fronted by the rule of Wh Movement.
It has often
been claimed in the acquisition literature however,
that initially, some children fail to accomplish
Subject Aux Inversion [henceforth: (fail to) invert]
while others appear to treat the rule as optional
(Davis 1989). Part of the reason for the apparent

Thanks to everyone on the project who provided useful discussion on
the topic of inversion and to members of the audience at the roundtable for helpful comments. Special thanks go to Tom Roeper and
Jill de Villiers for help and encouragement throughout my time on
the project. Thanks also to Mari Takahashi and Tom Maxfield for
making the results of their preliminary searches on the Chi1des Data
base available to me. This work was supported by NSF Grant #
NSF-BNS-8820314 to Thomas Roeper and Jill de Vi11iers. Data from
the UMass diary study is still incomplete, children are referred to
as CHILD1-CHILD5 with qualifiers referring to file type and number.
The majority of the data discussed here comes from Adam in the
CHILDES data base, Brown corpus.
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optionality of the rule is that children produce small
clause type questions, with no overt copula.' I will
argue that this type of question continues to be
produced beyond a stage where a genuine small clause
analysis is viable.
I will provide an alternative
explanation for the children's predicational sentences,
based on a comparison with Modern Standard Arabic
(henceforth Arabic). The success of this explanation
will throw doubt on the need to posit a small clause
analysis for any stage of the child grammar.
I argue that sentences such as those in (1) and
(2) may be analyzed as involving i) a CP projection,
ii) movement of the Wh phrase to [Spec,cp] and
iii) movement of a non-overt inflectional head to Compo
(1)a. Where choo choo xxx this?
b. <Where that go?>

CHILD3.VOl
CHILD3.B03

(2)a. <What this>?
b. What that?

CHILD3.VOl
CHILD3.B07

Although I argue that questions such as (1) and (2) are
not representative of non-inversion, genuine cases of
non-inversion do exist.
(3)a. Where the mouse is?
b. Why you can't push this?

CHILD3.V08
CHILD3.V17

I argue that movement to positions other than [Spec,CP]
does not induce inversion and that questions such as
these must be taken as evidence that children do not
always choose [Spec,CP] as the landing site for whwords. I will argue that children's extended production
of non-inversion in adjunct questions can be explained
as due to a type of adjunct Scrambling rule,
independently required in the adult grammar.
In
addition, I will argue that children have access to a
grammar which permits both these strate~ies for moving
wh-words, to be used contemporaneously.
1. The rule of Subject-Aux Inversion (SAl) is so strict that if no
auxiliary verb is available one is inserted. For this reason non
insertion of "do or non realization of "bell is usually taken to
indicate a failure to invert.
tl

2. Perhaps the Scrambling rule is retained for so long because it
is less costly to the parser. This might be the case if Scrambling
does not leave behind a variable as Bayer & Kornfilt (forthcoming)
claim for the German Scrambling rule.
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I will discuss the status of apparently 'routine'
inverted questions and the fact that problems with the
inversion data are confounded by the possibility of
leaving a subject in its base position (in a VP
internal subjects approach) with the resulting
appearance of an inversion. The need for a trigger for
the genuine rule of Wh Movement, or its use as a unique
strategy is discussed as well as the compatibility of
my approach and the one put forward by de Villiers
(this volume) •

1.2 Background
Jill de Villiers (this volume) has suggested
that, in the very earliest stages children may be able
to escape the requirement to invert by generating whwords in a pre-sentential 'topicalized' position. This
is in line with the notion that for reasons which were
previously unclear, Topicalization does not trigger
inversion while Wh Movement does.
I have claimed
(Plunkett 1989) that this is because Topicalization
adjoins a phrase to IP while Wh Movement moves it to
the [Spec,CP). I claim there, that only movement to
[Spec,CP) induces movement of a head to C (ie.
Inversion).
It follows that, whether we are talking of
Scrambling or Topicalization adjunction to IP will not
induce Inversion.
In my opinion, since Wh-phrases are not usually
topicalized but may be scrambled in languages with
Scrambling and no syntactic Wh Movement (eg. BangIa and
Japanese) we should consider the child's movement rule
as a type of Scrambling.
In Plunkett (1989) I claim that a principle known
as the Specifier Licencing Condition (SLC) forces the
head of CP to be filled in a root clause, when the
[Spec,CP) is occupied, since only in this way can a
non-subcategorized CP projection be licenced. This
explains the obligatory application of SAl in English,
whenever Wh Movement applies. The SLC is putatively
universal and I would like to show now that there is an
account of early Wh Questions which is compatible with
the claim that children observe this condition, even
before they overtly realize functional heads. That is
to say, questions like the ones in (1) and (2) need not
be treated as failures to invert.
The specifier Licencing Condition (Plunkett 1989;
1990) can be stated as follows:

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1991
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Specifier Licencinq Condition
If a maximal projection is in a nonsubcategorized position, its specifier may not
be filled at S-structure unless its head position
has also been filled by that time.

The SLC works in conjunction with a condition
that requires Spec-Head Agreement.
It follows that if
a wh-phrase moves to [Spec,CP] then the Comp must get
filled at some point so that Spec-Head Agreement may be
accomplished.
I assume that such agreement requires
the nodes which agree to have content of some kind. 3
The derivation of the adult version of (3b) will
proceed as follows:

(5)a.

CP

/\C'

+wh\p
I~

\

/ \ wby
you I'

pre~

'Mp

2nd sg /\
no't'M'

ca~ ~p
/\

pusl:i\
this
Initially "can" raises to I, where "not" contracts to
it. Next, "why" moves to [Spec,CP] and "can't" raises
to C (to satisfy the SLC), producing the S-structure
(5b).

I would like to claim that the SLC may be a
universal, or at least one instantiation of a deeper
universal principle. How then, can we explain the
existence of questions in a language like Arabic, which
have exactly the form of the child questions in (2)?
The derivation of the Arabic question "maadha haadha?"
("what (is) that") is given below.

3. This content may either be an actual head (abstract or overt) or
a trace of one.
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(6)a.

Independent differences between Arabic and English mean
that neither agreement nor the default present tense
need be realized in the former while both must be
realized in the adult grammar of the latter. This does
not impede the operation of the SLC however, the
requirement is simply that C be filled at s-structure,
if a head does not require realization when in I there
is no reason why it should do so when in C. Notice
that the constituent containing both NP's at Dstructure is characterized as an IP and not a small
clause, this will be crucial later on.

2.1 Predication and Small Clauses
For both the child data (Bloom 1990; Lebeaux
1988; Radford 1988) and adult Arabic (Mouchaweh 1986) a
'small clause' analysis of predicational sentences has
been proposed. While it is conceivable that at the
very early stages discussed by Radford, children do
project only a small clause, this is by no means an
uncontroversial claim.
I do not wish to argue against it on the grounds
that children must have access to a complete inventory
of the categories available in UG (see Lust et al.
(forthcoming»
for arguments along these lines) but I
would like to argue that, at the very least, such an
analysis is no longer appropriate at a stage when the
child is producing 'true' Wh Questions, where by 'true'
I mean ones in which the Wh word has been moved to
[Spec,CP] (following Chomsky 1986).
The principle argument against the claim that the
small clause analysis is correct at this stage (or in
the adult grammar for languages like Arabic and Hebrew)
is that we know of no other cases where it is either
necessary or possible to assume the projection of a CP
immediately above a small clause. If it were possible
to project one we would expect to find sentences like
(7) in English (as Bowers (1990) points out).
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(7)

*

John considers that Bill a fool

If the CP projection is required to provide a landing
site for syntactic Wh Movement, as I assume, we should
expect that in the case where a question is formed it
becomes necessary to project a full IP below CPo This
in turn, would lead us to expect the presence of a
copula in Arabic predicational questions.
In Arabic
predicational questions the copula may not turn up in
the present tense and in child language it also need
not turn up in them. Thus, I would argue that the
structure assigned to the predication must be an IP in
both statements and questions in the two grammars.
Assigning root 'small clauses' an IP analysis in
child language does not entail claiming that Infl is
defective for the child, only that it need not be
realized under the same conditions as in the adult
language. Since, I argue, such an analysis is
necessary once genuine Wh Movement is in operation it
is plausible that the same analysis be applied to the
very earliest 'small clauses' in the child data.
Whether the analysis should be extended that far will
be left to further research.
Now if 'small clause' predications disappeared
from child language at the stages where we had evidence
of real Wh Movement we could argue that the need to
project CP made small clauses impossible. There is
however, ample evidence of a continued though reduced
production of small clauses long after Wh Movement has
been acquired, as we will see later.

2.2 Inversion in Child Language
Jill de Villiers (this volume) shows that there
is a correlation between the appearance of embedded wh
clauses and the acquisition of the inversion rule,
particularly for some wh words.
In compiling the data
which showed this however, she abstracted away from
predicational questions since many of these appeared to
be 'routine' and if cases like (1) and (2) were treated
as non-inversion the data from predicational questions
was conflicting. We can now clear up the data in this
area by showing that this type of question is
compatible with both an inversion and a non-inversion
analysis for the child.
I will study the data from ADAM in depth since he
is the child with the largest number of question
utterances in the data bases available to us.

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol17/iss1/7
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Let us turn now to how a constraint such as the
one in (4) might be instantiated in a child's grammar.

2.3 Wh-Movement in Child Grammar
A child learning English is exposed to data in
which subjects occur on either side of the auxiliary.
(8)a. John has seen Mary
b. Has John seen Mary?
However, this contrast does not appear to be simply a
declarative interrogative contrast, due to the
existence of pairs such as (9), where the child may
take an indirect question to be representative of an
interrogative rather than a declarative structure. 4
(9)a •••• who John has seen.
b. Who has John seen?
If the VP internal subjects hypothesis is correct
(Kitagawa 1986; Koopman & Sportiche 1988 and Vainikka
1990; Pierce 1989, for child language), children may
analyze subjects as optionally remaining in their base
position. This entails the assumption that subjects
may receive Case in their base position, or that the
Case filter is not yet in place. S
Pesetsky (1989) has argued that root questions in
English should be analyzed as involving movement of whto [Spec,IP). While I think this is incorrect for the
adult speaker it may be the analysis chosen by the
child, or at least one possible analysis.
De Villiers (this volume) suggests that the
trigger for the acquisition of inversion may be the
correct analysis of embedded questions.
I am assuming
that SAI is a special instance of V2 and that it may
not apply when the comp1ementizer slot is occupied,
even when the complementizer is not overtly realized,
as is often the case in English.
I would like to argue
that, until the complementarity between comp1ementizers
and inversion is determined, the child is never forced

4. The fact that some children invert in such structures may be
taken as evidence of this.
5. Interestingly, on the Koopman & Sportiche approach if Infl is a
structural governor, it would follow that the language permit prodrop, as it is often claimed that child language does.
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to treat Wh Movement as involving movement to the
[Spec,CP] position. In English, unlike German, this is
delayed because of the optional realization of
complementizers, which renders the complementarity
inobservable. This also explains why, when children
begin to apply inversion, they sometimes overgeneralize
it to the lower clause, as in (10).
(10)

I don't know what are dey

ADAM 19

This is in contrast to German speaking children who, it
is reported (Roeper 1973), never overapply V2. 6 The
obligatory realization of complementizers in German
leads us to correctly predict this difference.
Notice that there is another possible analysis
that the child may give to (9), while still assuming
that "who" is not moved beyond IP. The Wh phrase may
be in an IP adjoined position just as at least some of
the following fronted phrases presumably are.
(ll)a.Right you are.
b.There you go
(12)a.Over she went
b.Up you go7
These are all constructions which the child hears
frequently and there is ample evidence available to the
child that adjuncts may freely front in English as
(13) -(15) show.
(13)a.Because the bus was late, I missed my class
b.When you need me, call me
(14)

On Saturday, we went to the game

6.

Though Tracy (1990) has some counterexamples to this claim.

7.

I do not include cases like "here it is" and "there he is" since

parallel cases with an NP require inversion (I assume that this is
Locative Inversion (Bresnan & Kanerva 1989)).
(i) Here's your book
(ii) There is John
The fronted locative element requires stress and the auxiliary is
normally contracted to it.
Such a contraction would deprive the
unstressed "it" of an independent host to cliticize to so the
inversion is blocked when "it" is present.

(iii)*Here's it

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol17/iss1/7
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In my garden, I can get a wonderful tan

I have shown that if children's predicational
questions are like Arabic ones, there is an analysis of
them which is compatible with the claim that the
children may apply true Wh Movement from the beginning.
The examples in (3) are taken as evidence that the rule
cannot be the only option available to the child.
Since, in cases like (3), both a subject and a
wh-phrase appears to the left of the auxiliary I assume
that the adjunction possibility must be one option, at
least for adjuncts, though I remain neutral on the
question of whether movement has actually applied in
this case. s I will assume also, until evidence is
found to the contrary, that children may use the other
option discussed, of moving wh- to the [Spec,IP].
I want to turn now to an examination of the
predicational clauses produced by children who clearly
have access to IP and later CP structure.

2.4 Predication and Questions
Children continue to use copula-less sentences
well into the 3 and 4 word stage. This is well beyond
the stage for which the 'small clause' analysis is
usually proposed. As we will see, they continue to use
them to a limited extent when long-distance extraction
is already present. Take the example of Adam, in file
10 (2;7) of 61 predicational statements only 17 contain
the copula, of 22 such questions only 3 contain the
copula. This is the stage at which he just begins to
produce cases of inversion with the copula when it
occurs. 9
When searches are done for a wh word immediately
followed by a copula children appear to begin to invert
with the copula much earlier than in any other context.
Adam's File 14, for example, includes 13 cases of
questions containing "where is it?" where the previous
two files contained only two cases each. However, if
we look at the complete set of Where Questions in that

8. If no ill silll echos are found contemporaneously to cases like (3)
we might conclude that this option does not involve movement.
9. There were five cases of inversion in the 9 files prior to this.
Since these were so sporadic I will ignore them here. The inversions referred to here are all with a pronoun.
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file we find that there are 27 altogether and when a
full NP rather than a pronoun is questioned, no copula
appears (9 cases). No inversions were found in the
non-predicational cases. This suggests that unstressed
pronouns are phonological clitics which require a host
and this forces the realization of the copula.
We might regard these cases as 'routine'
questions, where inversion is not really taking place,
since other factors enable us to predict exactly which
question forms the early inversions will occur in.
For
example, if we take the early questions with "what" and
"where" as examples we find that for at least 10
children they are nearly all some variation of the
following.
(16)a.What's that?
b.Where is it?
Where pronouns are involved these are the most common
forms in the adult data too since What Questions tend
to involve a deictic pronoun and Where Questions use
one which refers back to something in the discourse.
Unless the copula is stressed (17a) is rare and
although (17b) is found in Adam's data it is rare in
general, in the acquisition data.
(17)a. What is that?
b.*Where's it?
It is rules of stress and discourse which determine
this and since the variants of (16) are so common it
seems reasonable that the children have learnt them as
'routine' questions. This is not a necessary
conclusion, however.
In the next file (age 2:10) Adam begins to
produce cases of Do Support in questions and yet he
still produces numerous examples of What + NP.
(18)a.How do you know?
b.What do [?] you doing?
c.What d(o) ya want?

ADAMI 5

(19) occurs 15 times and there are 12 other cases of
What + NP in this file, alongside cases with a full
copula, which is sometimes stressed as in (20).
(19)

What dat?

ADAM15

(20)

What is(!) it?

ADAM15

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol17/iss1/7
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He also produces both What + Adj and cases with a
contracted copula.
(21)a.What funny?
b.What funny [#] Mommy?
c.What funny (a) bout cups.

ADAM15

(22)a.what's funny.
b.what's funny (a)bout dat?10

ADAM15

The SLC in (4) was used by Plunkett (1989; 1990)
to motivate the application of SAl in English
questions.
I will talk more about this analysis
shortly, but let me just remind you here how questions
like (19) can be given an inversion analysis.
Inversion is taken to be the movement of an
inflectional head from I to C.
Both Do Insertion and
Affix Hopping are treated as PF rules and the SLC
requires only that a head with content move. We can
assume then that it involves the movement of the
person, number and gender features in I to the Comp as
in (23).
(23)a.

b.

If child English is like Arabic, as I have argued, then
inflectional features are not yet obligatorily realized
by the child. The fact that no copula occurs then does
not allow us to choose between the representations in
(23), for a surface string like "what that?".
Since I argue that cases without the copula are
compatible with both inversion and non-inversion
analyses, the existence of questions such as (19) and
(21) alongside (16) cannot be taken as evidence that

10. The contrast between (21) and (22) occurring in the same files
shows that we cannot account for the absence of the copula as being
due to a deletion for 'performance' reasons.
The majority of
sentences without a copula are of the simplest kind, NP Pron, or NP
NP/AdjP.
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Inversion is not available. However,
be taken as such evidence either.

(16) alone cannot

There are three possible analyses for the cases
in (16); a) they are routine questions, learnt by rote
b) they are true cases of Wh Movement and inversion or
c) they are only apparent inversions, with the subject
and auxiliary elements both remaining in their base
positions. The fact that the full version of the
copula is used only with pronominal subjects must be
explained on any approach but the first.
We can
explain it as being due to a constraint on the
realization of unstressed pronouns in utterance final
position. There is little to choose between the
options, when we see this data in isolation.
Let us
simply say that these cases on their own do not provide
conclusive evidence of a child's acquisition of
Inversion.
In order to discard at least the 'routine'
analysis I will begin by looking for 'inversions' which
are in some way special. These include, those with any
auxiliary not in the simple present tense form and
those containing Do Insertion. We will also consider
inversions which are in some sense 'incorrect' and
which cannot be analyzed as 'routine'.
Inversion with
modals would also provide the right data, but Adam
achieves it late (file 33 for "where" and file 38 for
"what" in Adam's data; Age 4, with some exceptions even
later), perhaps because modals are misanalyzed as main
verbs, as examples like the following would
indicate. 11
(24)

What I should [?] to eat

ADAM23

In fact, we don't see any clear evidence that
Adam has access to an inversion rule until around file
20 (age 3:0). I will limit my discussion of the data
to the files between 20 and 33. By the latter file (age
3:6) if my assumptions are correct, we must conclude
that Adam has access to Wh Movement and Inversion since
he is already producing cases of long-distance movement
at that time.
I will assume that performance of
successive cyclic Wh Movement cannot be achieved by
either the adjunction strategy or the movement to
[Spec,IP] strategy.

11. For two of the children in the UMASS diary study CHILD1 and
CHILDS, inversion appeared first with the modal "can".
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(25)a.where you think you put that?
b.where you want to be a stove?12

137
ADAM33

The evidence for inversion which begins to
accumulate in file 20 (age 3) is as follows. As well
as the cases with pronouns in (26) and 9 cases of "what
dat?", we find the case with a full NP in (27).
(26)a.what is dat [#] stick?
b.Mommy [#] what are dose [#] things [?]?
c.what is it?
d.what are dose?
e.Mommy [#] what are dose?
f.what's that?
(27)

where is a box?

ADAM20

ADAM20

In the light of case like (25b) we might want to say
that (27) (the only case of inversion with "where" in
this file) does not represent inversion but (28) and
(29) certainly seem to be good candidates.
(28)

what are you doing?

(29)a.what
b.what
c.what
d.what

kind
kind
kind
kind

(x2)

guns are dose?
o(f) rope is dat?
[#] fire truck [#] is dat?
statue xxx are dose?

ADAM20
ADAM20

Indeed, just as de Villiers predicts we also find the
first good cases of embedded wh clauses, around this
time, though we find the case in (31) with no copula,
alongside this. 13
(30)a.I don't know what this is.
b.I don't know where caboose is

ADAM20
ADAM18

(31)

ADAM20

I don't know what kind of bed dat

It is clear that this kind of inversion doesn't require
an overt auxiliary for Adam at this stage. As well as
12. This case is interesting because over-inversion cannot account
for the word order in the lower clause unless the whole infinitive
"to be" has been raised over the subject. This may be evidence that
indefinite locative subjects may be base-generated in post-copu1ar
positions, ie. perhaps "be" (at least in some uses) is ergative.
13. For a reason which I cannot explain, the non-appearance of a
copula seems rare in embedded wh clauses.
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(28) we find ten cases of missing progressive "be" and
alongside (26) we find four "what kind ••• ?" questions
where the copula is missing.
Apart from one dubious case, at this stage we do
not find overt non-modal auxiliaries which are
uninverted. The cases which prevent us from saying
that Adam has acquired inversion all involve lack of a
copula or "do".
Although there is no space to go into much detail
here, I would now like to discuss the background which
would allow us to claim that, at this point, Adam has
acquired inversion. I will return later to an
examination of the data beyond file 20.

2.4.2 Covert Inversion and the SLC
In Plunkett (1989; 1990) I argue that in subject
questions, neither Wh Movement nor SAI is visible,
since the application of both together masks the
effects of both.
Take the simple case of "who might
leave?".
If inversion applies, we get "might who
leave?" but further Wh Movement would mask the
inversion since the surface word order would be the
same as the deep one. I explain the non-application of
Do Support when a root subject is extracted as follows:
the Comp position to which the inflectional affixes
have been moved has an index on it which matches that
on the Wh phrase in [Spec,CP]. This index also matches
the trace in the original Infl position since the whphrase was moved from subject position. The matching
of the indices on C and the original I position means
that at PF the inflectional affixes (now in compJ can
move down to the position of the verb unimpeded. 4
The S-structure of "who left" looks like this.

14.

See Plunkett (1990) for further details.
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(32)

It is my claim that the (unrealized) inflectional
affixes in Comp in (32) serve to satisfy the SLC. The
reason Do Support applies in an object question is that
at PF Affix Hopping is blocked since, after inversion
and Wh Movement, the indices on the trace of Infl and
on Comp do not match. This can be seen in (33).

CP

(33)

Npi \CI

1\

wh
wfio j +C jWti\

t

f{'c I\

+J.ast ~~\
3ra sg ~
II
yo i

/\p
i(\p
s~e

tj

Because Affix Hopping cannot apply at PF, Do Support
must apply in English, which is a language requiring
both tense and agreement markers to be lexically
supported.
What I would now like to claim is that in English
Child language, "be" need not occur because under
certain conditions tense and agreement features need
not be realized.
In this, child language is like
Arabic and since there must be an account of Arabic
questions conforming to universal principles on Wh
Movement the same (or a very similar) approach can be
taken to the analysis of the questions of Englishspeaking children.
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3.1 Arabic Predication and Arabic Questions.
A certain amount of work has been done on
predication in languages which do not always realize
the verb "to be", the majority of it on Hebrew (see,
for example, Doron 1983; Rapoport 1988). As mentioned
above, work on Arabic by Mouchaweh (1986) defends a
small clause analysis for predicational clauses. As I
have said we know of no data that supports the proposal
that small clauses can sometimes be immediately
dominated by CP and such an analysis might produce
undesirable results in other cases where small clauses
are required.
It should be noted in addition, that in
Arabic Wh movement is obligatory under the same
conditions as in English. 15
Before turning to the structure I will propose
for predicational clauses in Arabic I will outline what
I am assuming about the rest of Arabic structure.

3.1.2 Verbal and Nominal Clauses in Arabic
There are two basic clause types in Arabic,
traditionally known as verbal and nominal.
In the
first the word order is vso and in the second there is
a type of topic comment structure with no verb, most
commonly this has the form NP CP with a pronoun in the
CP which is coreferential with the topic NP. Arabic is
pro-drop and in this type of topic comment clause a
pro-drop (fully inflected) verb form occurs. This is
in contrast to the form of the verb in verbal sentences
where only gender agreement occurs when the subject is
a full NP (all verb forms are 3rd person singular).
This means that a sentence such as "the boys left" may
be rendered in two ways in Arabic:
(34)a.xaraja
l-awlaadu
left-3-sg-m the boys-nom
b.al-awlaadu
xarajoun
the boys-nom left-3-pl-m
In some treatments, (for example Bakir 1980) the b)
form, is considered a left-dislocation since this
explains the full inflection on the verb in these
cases.
It also explains the fact that these
constructions do not obey island constraints. The site
in which the left-dislocated element occurs is in
dispute but I will assume, on the basis that it occurs
to the right of a complementizer and in matrix clauses
15.

In this the Arabic dialects are very different.
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to the right of the element n?inna n (probably a root
complementizer) that it is in [Spec,IP].
I assume the
following structures for (34).
IP

(35)

/\'

/\

/\

I '"

A\r
At~P
Agr N \
Agr'
xaraja

J

r

al-awlaad~/

(36)

l'v!p

IP

Y~\I'

al-awlaadu / \
I

\

A {\ \.

A~rp
p\
\A~'

,/\
I Agr
xaraJoun

Y

pro t/

IP

I assume in the b) case that both the 'topic' and pro
get Case from Infl ie. not only does Infl rather than
Agr assign Case but it may do so simultaneously in both
directions. 16

3.1.3 Predication in Arabic
In Arabic predicational sentences, the copula is
never realized in the present tense.
In traditional
grammars, predicational sentences were grouped with
left dislocations as topic comment structures. There
is no space to go into the reasons here but I will

16. I assume that Infl in Arabic is a fusion of Time/Tense and
Finiteness which must be above Agr, as Benmamoun (1990) argues since
Tense must attach to Neg while Agr attaches to V, below the Neg. I
believe that it is differences between the functional heads which
are present in Arabic and English which determines the need for the
subject to raise to Spec,IP in English but not in Arabic. One way
of implementing these differences is to separate the head which
marks finiteness from the one which marks tense with one blocking
case assignment of the subject by the other.
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assume, along with Fassi Fehri (1982) that the initial
NP in (34) is a true subject and not a topic.
(37)a. muhammadun
mUhandisun
Mohammed-nom engineer-nom-indef
Mohammed is an engineer
b. muhammadun hunaa
Mohammed-nom here
Mohammed is here
My account of sentences like (37) is as follows.
I assume that in these cases, the subject ends up in
[Spec,IP).
In this sense they are like other nominal
clauses. However, unlike the topic comment cases the
initial NP is the subject which I will assume
originated in AgrP, like any other subject. This
permits a unified treatment of (37) and (38).
(38)

kaana
muhammadun
muhandisan
was-3-sg Mohammed-nom engineer-indef-acc
Mohammed was an engineer

In both cases, "Mohammed" is a subject. I want to
claim that the reason for the movement of the subject
in (34) is that only one case assigner is available for
two NPs. In (38) Infl assigns nominative case to
"Mohammed" which may then stay within AgrP and "kaana"
assigns accusative to "muhandis". In (37) on the other
hand if Infl assigned nominative to "Mohammed" in its
base position "muhandis" would remain without case.
In
just this case, a Case-motivated A movement may take
place moving the subject to the [Spec,IP] .17 In
Arabic, it appears that Infl may assign case
simultaneously to the left and the right, as we have
seen in topic-comment structures. Here, once movement
of the subject has taken place the object may also get
Case. Importantly Infl assigns its two cases
separately since when the sentence is embedded below
"?inna", an accusative marking complementizer, the
subject is marked accusative and the object nominative.

17. If the "be" which occurs in equational sentences in English is
a non-Case-marker then we can explain the permutability of subject
and object in these structures, as well as the fact that whichever
of these appears in initial position behaves like a true subject
with respect to agreement and A movement.
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qaala
youssef ?inna muhammadan muhandisun
said-s-past Youssef that Mohammed-acc engineer-nom-indef
Youssef said that Mohammed was an engineer

The s-structure for (37a) is then (40).
(40)

IP

~~\\\
muhammadun I'
1/\\
1\ \
Agr I A~rp

¥p\\

t

t

lA~'

~P

muhandisun
The two questions in (41) correspond to questioning of
the object and subject respectively of (37a).
(4l)a.maadha (kaana) muhammadun?
what
was
mohammed-nom
What is (was) Mohammed?
b.min (kaana) muhandissun?
who was
engineer-nom
Who is (was) an engineer?
Note the position of the copula when it is realized,
(in the past tense for example). To sum up, the NP of
which something is predicated is a true subject in
Arabic and it occurs in an IP which contains
inflectional nodes. Only if we say this, can we
explain the grammaticality of predicational questions
without a copula. The difference between Arabic and
adult English lies in the realization requirements on
these categories. In Arabic +present is a default
tense which does not require realization. In fact,
tense as such is rarely realized in Arabic. The
principle difference in English is that tense must
always be overtly realized on a verb.
Infl may remain unrealized in Arabic, when it
contains default features. This may be due to the fact
that it is independent and not an affix which needs to
pick up a support. Agreement too must be a head which
need not always be realized in Arabic. The fact that a
head may be non-overt however, does not entail that it
may not govern and I propose that it may govern, Case
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assign and move (to satisfy the SLC) in the case of
questions.
The grammar of an English speaking child who does
not realize the copula consistently can be explained as
due to the ambiguous nature of Tense and Agreement as
either affixes or abstract heads. This explains the
continued use of copula-less sentences long after it
would be plausible to claim that the child had not
developed IP or CPo
It is also lent support by the
fact that children seem to be more likely to realize
"be" when the sentence is in the past tense or requires
agreement other than third person singular. As noted
above Adam, in File 10 (2;7) produced 61 predicational
sentences. In 40 of these the subject was third person
singular and among them the copula was realized clearly
in two statements and two questions.
(42)a.Dat's <not a> Jesus.
b.That's mines
c.<It's a> meat.
d.What dat is dat, Cromer?
e.What is dis?
f.<What is?>

ADAM10

Of the remaining 21 predicational sentences only 3
copulas were unrealized.
(43)a.I Rintin tin.
b.I ••• big boy.
c.I not a copy cat.

ADAM10

These were all with first person subjects but even in
this case the copula was realized more often than not
(44)a.I be back. (x4)
b.I'm back cowboy.
c.I'm tired
d.I'm ok.
(x4)
e.I will
f.I'm Jesus too
e.I'm big boy

ADAM10
(cf.

"Michael tired".)

The few second person subjects were all unrealized and
the others which were realized are shown below.
(45)a.They are working. (x2)
b.Here (we are) ok?
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Interestingly Adam continues to omit the copula
until very late, in cases where aspectual marking is
present. File 43 (age 4;1) he produces (46)
(46)a.What you doing?
b.What you making?

ADAM43

Perhaps the aspect is considered sufficient to
determine the form of the Tense.
While the evidence cannot be considered
conclusive without the study of a much larger sample it
certainly points in the right direction.
I will assume
then that at this stage English-speaking children along
with adult speakers of Arabic do not require the
obligatory realization of the +present tense feature or
the 3rd person singular agreement feature.
If this is so we can represent one of Adam's
questions (47) at age 3;3 as in (48).
(47)
what dat noise?
ADAM28
(48)

I assume then that the functional heads have raised
successively to C to satisfy the SLC. Remember that to
be filled, for the purposes of the SLC, content need
not be overtly realized. 18
I will return now the data in the later files.
By file 27 (3;3) Adam's questions are complex enough to
leave us in little doubt that an inversion rule is
available to him.

18. I take the SLC to be an S-structure requirement while realization of abstract heads would be dealt with by a filter in PF.
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(49)a.What kind of basket is dis?
b.What are dose on his head sticking out?
c.where is my [#] marble box?
d.what is that for [#] huh?

ADAM27

Not all of his inversions at this stage are perfect
(50)a.who d(o) you were [?] speaking to?
ADAM27
b.what d(o) you all laughing (a) bout [#] Kenner?
I assume that both "do" and "be" begin to be inserted
more frequently as the child narrows down the class of
items which may remain non-overt.
If both are inserted
some confusion between them is to be expected.
In
general, following this point Adam's questions show a
good degree of complexity.
In file 28 (3;4) Adam even
produces a double wh question.
(51)

ADAM28

how do what?

He also begins to invert in "why" questions
(52) why was it a snake [#] huh?

ADAM28

However, the great majority of "Why" Questions still
contain no auxiliary. The continued appearance of this
kind of "Why" Question in the speech of many children
after they have acquired inversion is striking and I
would like to propose that as the children learn the
different attachment sites for adjuncts they are forced
to wh-move rather than scramble all those which are not
S-adjuncts since only these may be scrambled freely.
"Why" is always an S-adjunct and so it escapes the need
for either Wh-movement or Inversion.
"When" another Sadjunct does not appear as a question marker at this
stage though it occurs frequently in its adverbial use,
this means we cannot test the prediction that it too
continues to be used in this way. The extended use of
"how" in this way for some children may be explained by
the fact that they seem to interpret "how" as an Sadjunct. This is widely documented by de Villiers and
Roeper (see Introduction to this volume) particularly
with respect to comprehension.
Interestingly, the first cases of embedded whphrases for Adam are in file 29 (3:4) for "who" though
for "where" and "what" it began to appear much earlier
as mentioned above.
(53)

I don't know who is dat
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Although from file 26 onwards Adam produces frequent
examples of (54) regular inversion of "what" and
"where" with Do Support does not appear regularly until
file 30. This may indicate that (54) is another
routine question for Adam.
(54)

how do you know?19

ADAM26

Consistent cases of inversion begin in file 25
(3;3).
By file 27 it almost never fails and there can
be little doubt that although Wh Movement in
conjunction with Inversion is not yet the exclusive
means of producing questions for the child, that the
rules have been fully acquired.
Nevertheless, at this point (file 27) more than
20 cases of "where + NP" occur in a two hour
transcript.
"where" is also followed by a gerund
without a copula in this file.
The details of exactly
when the child must realize a functional head have yet
to be worked out but notice that cases with a missing
auxiliary and a gerund are also found in adult
colloquial speech.
(55)

Where ya go in 1 ?20

It seems that the presence of the affix on the verb is
enough to signal the presence of the functional head
normally realized as "be". I consider the evidence
overwhelming that the non-realization of a copula does
not indicate lack of inversion.
Much remains to be done before definitive
statements can be made about the acquisition point of
SAl.
I believe that for Adam I have been able to show
that by age 3;3 despite frequently omitting the copula,
he has acquired Inversion. I have also suggested that
the acquisition point may actually be much earlier than
this. This depends on the particular interpretation we
put on the genuine failures of inversion. I will
discuss this question further in the conclusion.

19. I have not had time to check the overall correlation between
the regular use of Do Support and the appearance of the overt
copula. My approach makes the clear prediction that the two should
begin to occur regularly at the same time.
20. Notice that "where ya go?" is not a possible rendering of
"Where did you go?".
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
At a certain stage, (file 33, age 3;6 for Adam)
we know that children are implementing a fully fledged
CP structure, since they can produce complex and longdistance cases of Wh Movement. Nevertheless, at this
stage they often continue to omit the copula in
predicational sentences.
I believe that the consistent production of
'small clause' type structures reflects the
grammaticization of the phenomenon and that it cannot
be simply due to performance errors.
I have shown that
Arabic contains similar structures and have argued that
for Arabic questions to be consistent with universal
principles of question formation, movement to [Spec,CP]
must be
involved.
If CP is present, I argued, so too must IP
and its related functional projections be present. It
follows that, in Arabic, root predications cannot be
analyzed as root small clauses.
I have argued that, once long-distance movement
is present, an analysis such as the one used for Arabic
must be used for the children's predicational
sentences. Since the analysis is independently
required, the null hypothesis is that it is applicable
in earlier 'small-clause' type structures. This is
consistent with the Strong continuity Hypothesis
(Whitman elal, forthcoming) in which CP structure must
be available to the child from the outset.
If the null hypothesis is correct, we might
expect 'true' Wh Movement to be available to the child
from the beginning. My analysis predicts that once the
correct landing site is chosen, Inversion will be
automatic. This approach would obviate the need for a
trigger for these rules. Even if this strong form of
the hypothesis is adopted, examples of failed inversion
like the adjunct questions in (3) show that at least
one parallel analysis must be available. Even
abstracting away from modal cases Adam produces failed
inversions with "why", after he has long-distance
movement.
(56)a.why dey were cutting de animal out?
b.why four men are eating it?

ADAM37
ADAM48

Successful inversions with "why" begin at the same time
as the first of these cases (age 3;9) in the later case
Adam is already 4;5 years old. Allowing the
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possibility of only one parallel analysis would lead us
to predict that inversion never 'fails' in argument
questions.
In the case of Adam this looks correct.
I
found no failed inversions with "who" and only two with
"what", when Inversion is coming in.Zl
(57)a. What kind <trees> does are?
b. what house+bird@c is

ADAM19
ADAM20

Notice that the second of these is transcribed without
a question mark and the first could be an echo.
A weaker form of the hypothesis could be adopted.
This approach would say that CP structure is available
from the outset but that Wh Movement is not
automatically available, or at least not obligatory.
In other words, the neutral parameter setting for
Syntactic/LF Wh Movement would seem to be that movement
does not take place in the syntax.
In the weaker approach then, an independent
trigger must be found for the acquisition of Wh
Movement. The data I have discussed, given the
independent need for parallel analyses of Wh Movement,
cannot be taken as evidence of the need for an
independent trigger for Inversion. We can still assume
that once the correct landing site is chosen, Inversion
will follow.
If we adopt the weaker hypothesis, we are led to
posit two alternative analysis for Wh structures, one
for argument questions and another for adjunct
questions. Though Adam's data does not provide much
evidence for this, it may be correct. If so, I believe
that the correct interpretation of the correlation
found between the appearance of (overt) inversion and
embedded wh complements (de Villiers, this volume) is
that the embedded clauses show that a Wh phrase in preauxiliary position cannot be in [Spec,IP). The lack of
inversion in embedded clauses produces cases in which
the Wh phrase is immediately followed by the subject.
In argument cases this must signal [Spec,CP) as the
site of the Wh phrase. In adjunct cases however, if IP
adjunction of adjuncts is independently available to
the child, the order Wh-adjunct subject will not force
the child to abandon her analysis. This will explain
21.

An interesting case occurs in file 32.
(i) what the string is for?
this is almost certainly a non-argument case.
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the delayed appearance of inversion in adjunct
questions.
It is actually due to the delayed
application of Wh Movement.
If this view is correct, the acquisition of
embedded questions is not itself a trigger for the
acquisition of inversion they are rather two reflexes
of the same fact, Wh Movement is now being used in both
contexts. Both are presumably induced by the correct
analysis of the adult input data on embedded questions.
This is why, for each Wh word, the acquisition of the
two structures goes hand in hand.
Assuming that children are not simply 'ignoring'
data from embedded clauses to begin with, the delay in
the correct setting of the Wh Movement parameter for
English must be attributed to the mixed nature of the
data with respect to complementizers. True
complementarity between the occurrence of inversion and
a Complementizer should make for earlier acquisition of
Wh Movement.
If this is correct, Roeper's observation
that German children acquire V2 before English children
acquire Inversion can be taken to reflect an earlier
acquisition point for Wh Movement in German.
De Villiers argues that the acquisition of
Inversion with "why", the last case for most children,
is complete by age 4.
If my analysis is correct,
though not available initially, Inversion (induced by
Wh Movement) is acquired, in Adam's case, closer to age
3. Put negatively, the correlation which de villiers
has found argues against the strongest form of the
hypothesis presented here; that Wh Movement and
Inversion are available to the child from the outset.
Unless it could be shown that children do not use
embedded clauses at all until Wh Questions are used in
them and unless failed inversion never happens with
argument questions, the strongest hypothesis is not
tenable.
Further research on a larger sampling of
children will be necessary to determine this.
Finally, it turns out that the incidence in child
language of predicational sentences without a copula
has little bearing on the question of the acquisition
of either Inversion or Wh Movement. However, it is
only by realizing that these sentences are due to weak
constraints on the realization of functional heads that
we are able to see that this is so. Since these
structures are compatible with an inversion analysis
they do not provide evidence against an analysis in
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which Wh Movement and Inversion are acquired by Adam,
by age 3 at the latest.
Given the independent need for saying that
parallel analyses of Wh structures are available to the
child, the early cases of inversion, which occur only
with a pronoun, can be taken as evidence that Wh
movement is already available. In Adam's case, such
structures appear at age 2~7 (file 10). These cases,
differ from the majority of cases without a copula only
in that, for independent reasons, the copula must be
overtly realized here.
Two things about children's acquisition of Wh
structures remain unexplained. The first is, why the
child ever completely abandons the parallel analysis
for S adjunct questions. In fact, the analysis
suggested by de Vi11iers can be compared to the
analysis which may be required for questions with "how
come" where no inversion takes place. The difference
is that "how come" may never move long distance, nor
may it occur in the expected ill situ position, in echo
questions. 22 Again, indirect negative evidence may be
what eventually forces the child to distinguish between
"why" and "how come". A maximum degree of parallelism
between these two question types may allow us to
explain the other mystery~ why children never produce
non-echo ill situ questions, in English, until they have
acquired Wh Movement.

22. Interestingly, after Adam has finally begun to invert with
"why" he tries to do it (3 times) with "how come" too.
(i) how come is dat.
ADAM54
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